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- 6 min - Uploaded by Lightning RoundI dont like being a big, bald kitten. Words by Audionautix is licensed under a
Creative Observations on and descriptions of cat behavior, based on the authors decades of watching his feline
companions, testify to the ability of cats to remember, Cats do think, and well. Their hunting strategy of planning and
anticipating is exactly what we call thinking in humans. Help them withI tell him I cant afford a Smart phone. We are on
the skids kid. This is why youre eating generic cat food made from a substance banned in the 60s. We get itThey tuck
their paws in and close their eyes most of the way, but they are and the cold side, and think about the consequences if
some human ever discovered The other side of the relationship is just as perplexing: What does the cat think I am? Its
an impenetrable question, because the cat, that idiot,Cat behaviour experts devoting themselves to how cats think and the
emotions cats experience are helping to improve our relationships with our cats. by TraceyNor do they think that we are
strange-looking cats. By that logic, they would have to think that their dog friends, bunny friends, and other animal
friends are alsoWith cats being the subject of endless jokes, its easy to anthropomorphize them and be confused by their
behavior. Q: Do cats think they are people, or do theyWhat does my cat think about me? My name is Flint, and I own
the person who writes these Quora posts. My human is too stupid to answer this question, so ImI have asked but they
never tell me. They tend to be natural enemies by nature but some dogs and cats have become good friends or have
learned to respect While cats may look all fuzzy and adorable on the outside, research shows that they really are the
cold, unfeeling monsters the world thinks Anthrozoologist John Bradshaw insists that cats really arent terribly
domesticated and think that humans are the same species as them, but - 2 min - Uploaded by As/IsCats are the best! But
sometimes they give you that look like Regina George judging you Theres so much we love about our feline friends.
They are soft and adorable. They rub themselves on our legs to say hello. And sometimes Cats treat humans differently
than dogs do. In fact, cats dont seem to understand that humans are any different from them.We have 2 of each, and each
dog was raised by a cat and vice versa. They-the cats- appear to consider the dogs harmless, uncouth, and probably not
cats.Unlike dogs, our feline friends treat us like other cats, author says. By Christine DellAmore, National Geographic.
Since cats first got their adorable claws into usThese are specific rules, though. Cats dont think of each other as inferior
or superior at the most, they think of each other as more intimidating than me or lessMy cats treated me quite differently
than they did each other or other cats. So Im not a cat. Although cats have mothers and fathers Im not sure they think of
mePersonally, I think they view us as big cats who know how to hunt for the mysterious metal shelled food. As this
author points out, the behaviors they use with usThe best way to look at this is by examining how you think. You are a
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sapient human being. You have language at your command. By and large, unless you areWhen they are not sleeping,
cats are making complex calculations for a good deal of the time: where should I lie on the floor so that the temperature
will beThe jury is actually out on this topic. There are indicators that suggest they do, in a way, view us as extensions of
the feline species but others that suggest its
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